“The days of socialism and communism are numbered, not only in Venezuela, but in Nicaragua and Cuba as well. [...] “In Venezuela and across the Western Hemisphere, socialism is dying, and liberty, prosperity and democracy are being reborn.” [...] “Socialism by its very nature does not respect borders. It does not respect the boundaries or the sovereign rights of its citizens or its neighbors. It’s always seeking to expand, to encroach and subjugate others to its will.” [...] “Here, in the United States, we are alarmed by new calls to adopt socialism in our country. America was founded on liberty and independence — not government coercion, domination and control.” - US President Donald Trump

https://thehill.com/latino/430498-trump-on-latin-america-the-days-of-socialism-are-numbered/

As Trump has had the decent honesty to declare, Socialism is basically a danger and it's related to Communism. Indeed, every kid in every college campus and anyone who has ever went to a university has understood that, being honest with themselves after university time, despite of what any book is trying to convey, and what anyone tries to claim on the subject, Socialism is literally one mask away from Communism which is the true face of the 'Globalists' or otherwise jews. Trump has IQ on the high-end range and he can clearly understand something despite of names, claims, and interpolations on a subject.

He sees what "Socialism" really means. For one, as he says, he dislikes and hates the Globalist and expansive aspect of it, which reveals strongly why the jews hate him, as these two above aspects, are parts of the universalist jew, and without the above, the jew is starting to experience problems. Socialism is the red mask for the globalists and other similar elements and has been for a while so they can escape being found out and singled out in the West, which, before all of this subversion it has underwent, it was really aware and conscious of what it all meant.

Despite of all feelings and random attempts to rebrand "Socialism", here is what it really means as the situation holds:

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/socialism
1. any of various economic and political theories advocating collective or governmental ownership and administration of the means of production and distribution of goods (goyim trust us and give us the government, so we can own everything as we did in USSR. As you clearly saw it was for the benefit of the peoples, LOL)

2. a system of society or group living in which there is no private property (No property goy it all belongs to us, communal living goy)

3. a system or condition of society in which the means of production are owned and controlled by the state (If you are a good goyim, you will have entry in factory to get your shirt, if not, you die goyim)

4. a stage of society in Marxist theory transitional between capitalism and communism and distinguished by unequal distribution of goods and pay according to work done (Capitalism -> Socialism -> Communism, or in plain words the perception of Lenin on the fact. Some jews say the transition to Communism has to happen gradually in fear of revolts, others say just put the goyim in the stables instantly, which was the line of Stalin in the USSR )

For those in the know, the above is nothing but softcore jewtalk for the same Talmudic laws the jews have in the Talmud. No owned property and all of it belongs to jews, all controlled by the Borg state in the middle as "God", the "collective" in the middle and the jew as the sole source of wisdom on how to run this "collective", which is a hive mind gulag worked amassment of goyim. "For the good of the cattle, but without the cattle".

All commies in America and Europe named themselves "Socialists" to avoid persecution. It's really that simple.

Obviously the jews are freaking out, as Socialism and Communism are their most basic bastions. Universalism or Globalism is also being threatened, making the two above ideals even harder to manifest, as people are starting to, in general, oppose this understanding of life. It's freaky really after you have subverted a country for more than 40 years, to see Presidents not being totally cucked for Socialism and Communism, and the jews hate this. Socialism and Communism are being attempted to be sanctified as they have been in Europe to the brainwashed masses.

Nobody would do any of this under the name of Communism, so it has to go through some rebranding for the present-day age. And behind the name "Socialists" have hidden, especially in the USA and in Europe, all the orphan
ideological children of Stalin, and all the jews of the USSR, because they would be denied. Likewise, under "Nationalism" many National Socialists, Racialists, and many other people have hidden in these.

The left wants equality for everyone, including jews, while the right recognizes all elements as "National" insofar our "National Literature" is the history of the jewish people and our "National purpose" to worship them.

Of course, the jew is also practicing the same old jew talk about how every strive for National Rights, or Personal rights, is either "socialism" or their own version of "capitalism".

In other words, people are disallowed from thinking of improving their life outside the jew box of their jewish ideologies, or they try to render it invalid. A thing is done to protect people without work? Goy you are practicing socialism already, here is a picture of Karl Marx for you to put on your altar! You are not a xian and you gave 1 buck to someone to buy bread? You're a Christian goyim, and you have to practice CHRISTIANITY, or this buck is invalidated and it's not charity.

The jew in other words mistranslates acts, deeds, and even policies, to fill into his criteria of if something is kosher or not, and on it happens within the kosher ways. In order to get people in this loop, they confuse people that they were "Christians before Christ" or that they were "Marxists before Marxism", so that we have to instate their crap today and that it will make no difference. As such they have tried to constantly make all socially supportive policy sound as "Socialism" to dupe people in acceptance of this fact, as a fundamentalist xian always says that any form of charity is done by the hand of Jesus and only through "Jesus".

So, after when they have pulled the same stunt on Russia, Cuba, Brazil, almost Greece, Albania, and many other countries, what are they going to do this time? Tell people "Hey, we come with Communism to add on Mao's and Stalin's Kill Count a few more billions?". They clearly need to rebrand and go a bit differently about the ultimate subversion of their host countries. Trump is aware of this on a political level, and not on a racial one, but he understands that Socialism is basically the mommy of Communism in this day and age and for a very long time. They named it a bit differently as they had used for a very long time, it was "Socialism" now. New footsoldiers on a constant jewish war.

When these jews were bled out like pus from Jew ruled USSR, after Stalin's death, they went into the West. The situation is America did indeed win the Cold War and that has been won for decades now. The jews never excused America for taking down by competition the USSR, and that is a historic fact, as the jews had their dreamy plantation already in place there. The jews have tried to destroy
America from within, as with JFK and other presidents since its founding, but it never really went down as the jews intended from the beginning. Hitler predicted in his own work that America would be in a state of collapse, especially around the racial issue, which is the case today.

However, what else America inherited after the downfall of National Socialist Germany, was also many closeted National Socialists and sympathizers, plus many Americans who understood the horrible situation of the world being exposed to jews and their plotting. Ironically, their defeated enemy Hitler was correct both about jews and both about the future of America.

In contrast to trying to take down America by force of arms, the jews literally failed so they went on the slower and more wasting route to bring it down with corruption and corrosion. Part of this stage was always bolstering of minorities, using them to destroy American society, pushing Christianity on the populace, and wearing the mask of "Just people" of "Socialism" and "Caring for Human Rights", and generally all sorts of deceitful jew work to subvert the US.

When the USSR fell all these jews who were once in the USSR leading wings and ideology subversion wings, had to come over in Europe and in the USA wearing their older mask that Lenin wore, which was Socialism. They got jobs in universities, in schools, in media, press, the list goes. Their jewish cousins in America sure found good accommodation for these parasites, as they flock together always. And they still pushed politically for Socialism, yet it went really nowhere, so they focused full throttle on the mental corrosion of the people instead, to go for a later run for full political office.

Politically, until now, of course, this never really got any valid social support, as a country needs to either be retarded, or at the point of collapse to accept said ideological system. But with jews, subversion and mass brainwashing, they turned a people who fought against the USSR and whole ideology for decades, to now espouse it and literally promote it, without even understanding how or why it happened.

It always made Socialists angry why people are not accepting "Socialism" even if it promises castles in the sky, while other systems promise them thorns and have all sorts of 'problems' about them, but this is fairly simple, and that is because nobody is retarded enough to buy that castles in the heavens can be built, but only the brutally distressed.

Socialism as such has always been subpar, but has grew with numerous factors including: minorities who are force fed of being "wronged", professional "wretched" individuals, economies and societies who have no idea WTF money
or wealth is or is supposed to mean, kids not older than 20 who are brainwashed in all the universities where psychological subversion of children into USSR future slaves takes place, but is baptized as "Socialism" and the list goes.

One has to also remember, that jews are the problem, irrespective of ideology. No Gentiles tend to accept or condone any ideology, even the brainwashed Marxists, thinking this is going to corrupt or destroy society, or because they want to mass murder people or something. They rarely are that foreseeing of these. But this doesn't mean these people do not have to be occasionally treated as militant dumb-asses or fools when they are swindled. One must not confuse inner intentions with reality. Despite of what "Marxists think will happen", they only support what is literally planned to happen by jews, and they will not decide what that is, which is everyone's eventual destruction when these ideas take over. As Yuri Bezmenov saw in his life, the same 'intellectuals' and 'workers' who elevated communism, only found themselves later consumed by it, because this is the nature of the jew - no goyim accepted or allowed.

This is sort of like Christianity - you can 'believe' it and be its foot soldier, but the terms are written in the bible. One is dead and will eternally burn regardless of intention or service, simply because they are a goyim.

Yuri Bezmenov's interview here should suffice in regards to how this social subversion is done socially. It literally takes maybe a century to move a country from being financially crap to a decent place to live, but it takes only a few years to ruin it when one has strong control over it. In order to open a country to this level of subversion, the jews and many other factions they control, work progressively. The jews push this over with their globalist cohorts, the intellectual subversion wing does its own job, the jewish industrial complex will victimize people, the jewish politicians will make the systems once running good run to shit, the list goes, the legal system will progressively collapse, and demographically a people will slowly be replaced.

At the height of distress, a country will want to be 'saved', and the jew will come once again with the ancient "CASTLE IN THE SKY CAUSE HUMANITY DESERVES IT" meme.

Yuri Bezmenov's warnings to the world are as relevant as ever today. The thing that the USSR has means a lot, but it doesn't mean that its subversives and agents are not all over the USA, in universities, offices, and public life, under a new guise. How many "SOCIALISTS" or "DEMOCRATS" in the Congress are in their own heart literally Communists, but keep it a secret? It would be way more interesting to find out.
Trump shows love to America, since he wants to destroy and run over Socialism in America. But in order to destroy Socialism in reality, the thing that has to be done, aside flat destruction, is for American authorities to get real and help people out of distressful situations. Socialism is the first symptom of the red menace coming to a society.

If "Socialists" like jew bernie were to come in power, they would never touch the fed or the jew, and they would pretend their failures were systemic limitations, for which 'solving' they would later (that is if America did not go instantly down or the whole of Mexico didn't move in and demographically replace anyone) need 'more drastic socialism', or in plain slang, Communism in anything but a name.

While many fools believe in names and masks, the intelligent look beyond these. Trump is one of these people. Actually, in Trump's hands now does lay in a sense the fate of America, but in a very serious sense. It doesn't matter if Bernie is a 70 year old, soft looking fellow. He is indeed, a Communist, that has rebranded himself by another name, always working in the ancient tribal interest of turning the lower caste against the higher caste in a society. What Paul of Tarsus the Jew or Rabbi Jesus has done in the distressed slaves of Rome, so does Bernie do in the distressed and run over by the system people of today. Ultimately, leading them, as Rabbi Jesus and Paul of Tarsus, the fictitious, never done, into further nothingness.

But at least this nothingness sounds very sweet so when people suffer 24/7, they might as well go and inject some lethal heroin and call to hell with this life they live.

The fact that there is a ground for him to do this process is a great notifier that things need to be improved, but unfortunately, economies do not follow the whims of people who believe everything can be farted out of a dreamer's ass, especially when you have a jewish FED which sucks wealth mercilessly from a civilization. There is a greater context of social imperative and improvement that has to happen first, so that situations can be evened out. There is also the biggest and most important part of social and racial understanding that needs to emerge, and a common sense of conscience within a people, so they stop thieving and abusing one another.

Equating "National Socialism" with Socialism is an old common American style concoction that is being done not only presently, but has been tried to be meme'd out in America for decades, in particular, to create a parallel where it didn't even exist, between National Socialism, and "Socialism". This concoction was created as part of many others which are situated in creating a climate of confusion in
people and trying them to either oppose or accept "National Socialism" on the basis of some sort of "American Enemy", equal to "Communism".

This interpolation was based on the lie that "National Socialism" was "Socialism", only because of a name commonality, which is basically a lie. If we are same as "Laveyan Satanists" simply because we are called "Spiritual Satanists", this would have to be the case. But clearly this is not the case, to illustrate an example.

To get this out of the way, National Socialism has anything but all the notions of traditional (and jew infested) Socialism, which is the soil of Communism, inverted. The "Socialists" and Communists in Weimar Germany didn't want Hitler's head on the platter for no reason, and simply because their difference was on 'borders' and 'country'. Nor it was by a huge coincidence they all backed and supported the Marxists to hijack Hitler out of government. Hitler later had to forcibly remove all of them from public offices and in many other places, all at once.

What do supposedly people of a 'same' or 'similar' ideology, with, which, as many dumb-asses claim, is so close ("Socialism is National Socialism without the National, goy") have had to divide? Such a little and minuscule difference yes?

No.

Even if "Within Borders" and "Without Borders" that were the so minuscule difference here, which it is NOT, they are a world apart, it still means everything, as by the very time on denying borders (As Socialism always has done since it disrespects or considers irrelevant all the relations between states and puts "Human rights" on top of the list of objectives of itself) we still have the most chaotic and distant, and opposing type of difference.

The above equation based on the name is a fallacy. National has a way deeper meaning. It means culture and race, and then national borders.

National Socialism is not in any way parading the red "Socialist" doctrine, as is "Spiritual Satanism" not only unrelated, but one may say opposed, to something that is simply branded as "Satanism" by name as LaVeyanism. Such interpolation is either stupid or done on purpose to inject further misunderstandings down the road.

When one adds the racial element, the differences become literally unfathomable between the two, in this context of the lie. One adds also the fact that Hitler
wanted to eliminate hatred between classes in Germany, and then the "Socialist", whose job is to pretend to protect the "Working class", is out of business once and for all, for his purpose his defeated, as it's based on "Class Struggle". Socialists exist in the first place because of this polarization. Hitler removed class struggle from this equation. Socialists seek to intensify it, but just believe that the "Working class" should be on a higher hierarchy. As stupid as it is for Capitalists to stand behind a "Businessmen class" ideology, so it is retarded of Socialists to stand behind the "Workers", as if boss and worker had anything in the world to divide.

Hitler came in and reconciled the two classes, to save Germany. The perpetual struggle between the two is a very old Jewish invention which is always practiced, as the Jews who made the workers go against Rome, as if Rome was not their home. Then, Rome went down and business and worker person alike went down the drain. Because this is how things should work in nature, by bonding these two people divided by class, as comrades with a same national and racial aim. Racial and national consciousness balances injustices out, and only then the state may need to softly regulate.

Any person who typically, and Trump knows it too, knows a couple things about Socialism, they know the following: Socialism accepts no race (only class), wants government coercion and mass control, and indeed, never stays on this situation, because in the first place, it was not created to be such. Like Marxism, socialism only sees "Workers that are being abused", despite of creed, color, or race. In regards to borders, Socialism recognizes no borders, as by default, it is 'against human rights' to keep gangs and stuff like that out of your country. It has a 'universal aim'.

Indeed, the USSR kept the people there for around 70 years telling them how they are moving over to "Socialism" and trying to create a "Fair Society". What else were they going to tell them? People in the Democratic Republic of Korea are worked to death constantly in a similar fashion and with similar promised they are a "Democracy". If an actual "Democracy" has anything to do with the Democratic Republic of Korea, so much has Socialism got to do anything with National Socialism.

Terminology does not superimpose actions and essence.

The whole meme of an abused worker is the favorite pill the enemy. It's the Jew's tribe that has always been abusing the worker, and also backstabbed the hardworking and wealthy Gentiles in the back, by ruining their countries, enslaving them in debt etc. As such, the Jew is an enemy of all people, and not a particular class. The Jew always inflates those in the low because they are most
distressed and have the least amount of time to figure out where this plot is going and how they are being used to destroy their own civilization.

For example, a person cutting oranges from the tree, was supposed to be in a supremely higher hierarchy both in life and in existence, but due to bad bosses, they are being exploited of the thousands of dollars they are creating on a daily basis cutting oranges. The transport companies, the people who organize, the people who do the bureaucracy, and hundreds of others intermediaries, do not matter - for you taking the oranges from the tree need to get all the millions the 'rich class' stole from you.

The old Jewish mental trickery here is that the jew takes this person and social class and turns it against those who "Have" in society, in order to collapse all the groups that own or having anything, but in essence, the non-Jews who have anything. This is why for example now in Europe we have the loudest cries in regards to the migrant situation, and how the Evil European enslaved everyone so they deserve to be removed from the work force, the public offices, and their very own countries demographically.

Of course, this Socialist screeching never reaches to any meaningful echelon or purpose of society. It is just focused on worker agitation and creating public mistrust, and turning the weak against the strong. People like Hitler understood that while this is foundationally a ground upon which society is built, the terms upon which this co-operation is being done can be on honorable, honest, and transparent grounds, and without useless abuse.

This is why Hitler never "Socialized" (= Seizure of a company by the state on the socialist pretext to serve the people) any companies, never robbed people of their wealth to distribute it again as he "Saw fit" (=another theme of classic socialist policy), and never tried to topple the so called "Industrial complex" of Germany for the government, to satisfy the "Socialist demands". He just evened out injustices in this process and even his most hated enemies couldn't figure out how National Socialist Germany was performing financially better than the USA, and than any Capitalist state, while still maintaining all personal and worker freedom, advocacy, and profit and social standing for all.

This of course had so many "Socialists" in Hitler's party feeling salty, to the point they had to join many of the "other" Socialists in numerous prison camps or elsewhere. The answer here was that one country cannot simply be thrown into the Middle Ages because some people have a neurosis of hating the "Rich people" under any blind pretext, and even those who have grown or became rich by literally doing nothing wrong. Instead of hating of the capable or even "Crafty" and "Inventive" people of one's race, one would rather put them a bit in line and
give them value and service, rather than hanging them on the pike because they
managed to have a few more pebbles, like Jesus Christ who denies the "rich" to
go to heaven.

As economists and even Keynesian economists understood, Hitler basically
made the impossible happen, by removing jews and proper organization. You
can give dignity to the people of the lower strata, and purpose to live, and a life of
more than enough, without ripping over and destroying the rich classes or going
in forcefully and overtaking businesses and ruining the economy. This can be
done by instilling value in a people of a common race, and driving out the main
factor of exploitation which is the jew and his old song of globalism and turning
everyone into 2800 Torah cattle.

Eventually the above dementia is the reversed side of Capitalism, which
undermines and cuts all labor to the point it means nothing, and both are jewish
poisons meant to turn productive elements of society with different abilities and
missions one against the other, especially in the economics and life area, which
is the area from where a country is more readily able to be collapsed or
controlled from the outside.

The Capitalist tells the person that it's absolutely justified they don't have to pay
rent; the Socialist comes and tells them that when they come to power they will
get all the Lamborghini's they always deserved. Both factions when they come to
power however maintain a systematic abuse on the working people, but above all
the issue is emotional, as in downplaying them, cheating them, and then inflating
them with vigor that they deserve things that they really do not, compared to the
service one provides.

Another thing Socialists tend to forget is that all "Socialist" countries have literally
went to shit, and that 8 or so years of Socialism, are enough to destroy the
economy of centuries in a country, simply because "Socialists" for the most part
are of this following belief: You can impose your emotions on society based on
'how you believe' things should go, despite of nature and natural ability of
citizens.

In the mind of "Socialist", you have to impose these unnatural rules and
regulations mercilessly on nature, as if nature cared for it. Despite of failure, you
have to keep pushing it, to reach some kosher heavenly standard of 'equality for
all'.

The jew is always in the position to decide the following: What people are to do
or not do with their wealth, how people should treat other people, how moral it is
to kill a race or not if it's not in their interest. These and millions of other
demented beliefs always put Jews on a pedestal to decide 'everything' about nations in which they do not belong. Doesn't matter what nature dictates in any of the above, just what the jew thinks.

As such, the jew without scruples feels entitled to take down whole countries and continents, even for the whim of jewish scientists, sociologists, political theorists, and economists.

What has Marx given to this world but death and suffering? A tool for jews to pre-occupy themselves and brainwash goyim for generations?

We essentially have Globalism and Nationalism put in context. The fact that both promise or try to achieve the same within the context of a society (one sees it globally, one regionally) is again, a world apart on the realities of both, as there we have cosmic enemies juking it out.

Socialism has no problems throwing itself on weak countries who are struggling to get better, no different than Capitalism. Basically, when people are too fed up with the perils of Capitalist economy, the jew sends forth the red armies of "Socialists" to promise them that they can maintain all the freedoms he has today, and that they can even everything by some sort of magical wand and providing some form free money.

Indeed, in some case, they can make it work for around a couple years, by emptying all the nation's reserves, which may have taken around 100 years to create, within their own self and voting board. Then, when this money runs out, so does the compassionate BS runs out, and then the question simply becomes to either push forth Communism like Maduro has been doing, or essentially fall from power by having your head cut out through the dissatisfied masses.

The weight of this of course, is all dropped onto the population, which has to pay with slave labor, slave taxes, slave laws, and all their rights. The population then becomes slaves to the state, which uses them as slaves in order to either pay off creditors, or to have them forced to support the slaver system.

In one way or another, the people always pay the price.
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